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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt any Five questions. All questions

carry equal marks.

7. (a) What is ROC of Laplace Transform of a

signal x(t) ? If ( ) sin ,x t t at  what will

be its Laplace Transform ? 12

(b) Obtain z-transform of signal

 ( ) 2, 3, 4, 3, 4x n


  . 8

8. Determine the inverse z-transform of
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1. (a) Define signal and system. How we

represent them mathematically ? Give at

least one example of a signal and system

each. 6

(b) If input to an LTI system is sequence

x(n), obtain its output y(n) if impulse

response of LTI system is h(n). 6

(c) Write sequence  ( ) 1, 2, 3, 4x n


  as a

combination of weighted and shifted

impulse signal (n). 8

2. (a) What are LTI Systems ? What are their

advantages ? 10

(b) If Fourier transforms of x(t) in X( jw)

obtain Fourier Transform of x(–t). 10

3. (a) If Fourier Transform of x1(t) is X1( jw),

and of x2(t) is X2( jw), then prove that

Fourier transform of x1(t) * x2(t) is

x1( jw).x2( jw). 12

(b) Obtain Fourier transform of sequence

 ( ) 1, 2, 3, 4x n


 . 8

4. (a) What are time domain properties of Ideal

frequency selective filter ? 15

(b) Write example of a first order discrete-

time system. Write its input-impute output

equation. 5

5. (a) What are frequency domain aspects of

non-ideal filters ? How these are different

from ideal filter ? 14

(b) What is sampling of discrete-time

signals ? Why is it required ? 6

6. (a) What in Nyquist Rate ? What will happen

if sampling rate is choosen less then

Nyquist Rate ? 10

(b) Obtain Nyquist Rate of Signal :

( ) 10sin100 5cos500x t t t   

Write sequence x(n) obtained after signal

x(t) in sampled by rate 400 Hz. 10
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